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After temporarily settling the matters in the factory, and getting a safe key from the hand of the 

treasurer Yang Jun, at this time, it was already around four o’clock in the afternoon. 

Ji Feng then drove straight to the villa, since there would be a welcoming party at the school today, Ji 

Feng naturally couldn’t leave Xiao Yuxuan alone at home and go to a two-person world with Tong Lei by 

himself. 

Ji Feng casually lifted his hand and looked at the time, his heart was a little anxious. It would take at 

least an hour to get back to the villa from the pharmaceutical factory, and then after dinner …… there 

was no telling what time the orientation party would start, so don’t let Lei Lei get anxious! 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the road in front of you and find that there are not a lot 

of vehicles on the road, he immediately increased the throttle and brought the car up to speed. 

At the same time, Ji Feng turned on the alarm in the car and set the speed limit at a maximum of 100 

km/h. As long as the car exceeded the speed limit, the alarm would automatically sound an alarm. 

After turning on the alarm, Ji Feng began to accelerate with confidence, the performance of the BMW 

X6 was really nothing to say, just a few dozen meters away, the speed of the car immediately came up. 

“Tic-tac-” 

The alarm in the car immediately sounded, Ji Feng frowned, stepping on the accelerator foot slightly 

loose, the alarm will not sound, but he just a little more gas, the alarm will immediately sound again. 

“This guy ……” Ji Feng was a bit speechless, how come he always felt that a hundred kilometres per hour 

was a bit slow? 

He couldn’t help but whisper to himself, “How about …… turning the alarm off?” 

Just as Ji Feng was muttering darkly, a black Cadillac next to him suddenly overtook him with a whoosh 

and disappeared from Ji Feng’s sight after ten seconds or so. 

“Holy sh*t!” 

Ji Feng’s eyes suddenly widened, his own speed had reached over ninety kilometres, and that Cadillac 

managed to overtake him in the blink of an eye, how fast did the other party have to be going? 

“Guys who don’t obey traffic rules!” Ji Feng muttered in a low voice, still driving honestly, although 

there weren’t many vehicles now, it wasn’t too urgent, if he was going too fast, he might get a few more 

tickets. 

Ji Feng is not in the habit of taking money and spilling it out, especially when a ticket costs two hundred 

dollars, he is a bit reluctant to part with it. 

After thinking about it, Ji Feng still felt like giving Tong Lei a call first. 



“Ji Feng, I’m at the library, you must still be on your way, right?” Just after picking up the phone, before 

Ji Feng came to speak, Tong Lei’s brittle voice rang out, “The party doesn’t start until seven, so don’t 

rush, drive slowly.” 

Ji Feng’s face instantly revealed a smile, Tong Lei was just so ice-cold smart, he smiled: “Don’t worry, I’ll 

definitely get there before the party starts!” 

Whoosh! 

Just as Ji Feng was on the phone, another car suddenly overtook Ji Feng’s front and swung so much that 

it almost made Ji Feng slam on the emergency brake. 

He frowned at once, but didn’t say anything, just smiled into the phone, “Lei Lei, I’ll pick up Yu Xuan 

from home first, and we’ll go find you together.” 

“Mm, I know it!” Tong Lei smiled sweetly and said in a brittle voice. 

Hearing Tong Lei’s brittle voice, Ji Feng’s displeasure over being forced to overtake him just now 

dissipated quite a bit, and he chuckled, “Lei Lei, have you been in the library all day?” 

Although Tong Lei was tolerant of loneliness and had a relatively cool nature, but having her carry the 

library all day, Ji Feng couldn’t help but feel a little apologetic in his heart. 

“Not really!” Tong Lei said delicately, “With Ting Ting accompanying me, I won’t feel lonely either!” 

As soon as Ji Feng asked, Tong Lei knew what he meant, and couldn’t help but purse her lips and smile 

lightly. 

“Tingting?” Ji Feng was a little surprised. 

“It’s one of my roommates, we’re friends!” Tong Lei said. 

Only then did it dawn on Ji Feng, but with Tong Lei’s cool nature, the person who could make her 

recognize her as a friend must be right for Tong Lei’s temper. 

He really wanted to see what kind of personality the girl who could be Tong Lei’s friend had, and 

whether she was as cold as Tong Lei, right? 

The first time I saw her, I was very impressed. 

He put the phone back into his pocket and drove with peace of mind. 

Buzz! 

A dull roar suddenly came from behind, and Ji Feng’s gaze immediately fell on the rearview mirror, not 

far behind was also a BMW X6, which was now speeding after him. And behind the BMW, it seemed like 

a Porsche Cayenne was looming. 

The two cars were extremely fast, and Ji Feng just looked at them before the BMW and Porsche rushed 

up. 

Buzz! 



The two cars flew past Ji Feng’s side, one after the other, and the roar of the engines showed the 

excellent performance of the cars. Accompanying the roar was extremely rock-like heavy metal music, 

making Ji Feng feel very harsh. 

When the Porsche Cayenne overtook Ji Feng, a girl sitting in the passenger seat even gave Ji Feng a 

surprised look. 

Ji Feng also saw that girl, and the feeling at first glance – stunning! 

Although it was only a glimpse, the delicate face was clear to Ji Feng. The girl was wearing a pink duck-

tongue hat, her long hair was tied into a ponytail, and she was wearing a set of tight-fitting denim 

clothes that made her look wild! 

In the blink of an eye, the two cars overtook, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, the girls 

now …… he couldn’t help but think of the Wu Ling’er he met two months ago again, that girl, was also so 

crazy. 

“And I don’t know what’s wrong with girls nowadays!” Ji Feng muttered, and had the sense to slow the 

car down some more, God knows when a few more cars would pop up, in case they had to forcefully 

overtake, they might get into some kind of accident. 

Having come to Jiangzhou for more than two months, Ji Feng also had no desire to race with others, as 

he had responsibilities in mind. 

Buzz! 

Another roar of the engine came faintly, and Ji Feng frowned, “Did I not read the yellow calendar when I 

went out today? How come I’ve met so many crazy people!” 

Not long after, a police motorbike was driving madly. 

“Holy X!” Ji Feng froze, “No way? The police are this crazy now too?” 

He was really a bit confused, had he met a car racer? 

A few moments later, the police motorbike caught up with Ji Feng, and on the motorbike sat a heroic 

female traffic police officer with a helmet, 

“Stop! The police want to commandeer your car!” The female traffic policeman shouted in a loud and 

delicate voice. 

When Ji Feng saw the female traffic policeman’s face through the helmet’s shield, he was so surprised 

that the steering wheel almost came off! 

“Li, Li Ruonan?!” Ji Feng subconsciously shouted. 

The female traffic policeman was instantly stunned as well, “Ji Feng?!” 

Ji Feng immediately realized that something might be wrong, he hurriedly pulled the car over to the side 

of the road and stopped, and Li Ruonan followed in her motorbike. 



“Big traffic cop Li, what’s going on? You also like to race cars?” He didn’t know what was going on, but as 

soon as he saw Li RuoNan, Ji Feng wanted to flirt a bit, and in fact, he still admired this heroic female 

traffic cop. 

“Soar your head!” Li Ruonan quickly got off the motorbike, locked the car on the roadside, then picked 

up her things and quickly got into Ji Feng’s BMW, “Hurry up and chase those two cars in front, make 

sure you catch them up!” 

Ji Feng burst out laughing, “Big traffic cop Li, those two cars are obviously speeding, and you’re asking 

me to chase them?” 

“Your fine, I’ll pay it for you!” Li Ruonan gritted her teeth and said, “Cut the crap and chase quickly!” 

Ji Feng picked at his beauty, and could tell that Li Ruo Nan seemed to be a little angry. 

He smiled, “Fine, if you say chase, then we’ll chase!” 

He muttered in his heart, the people in the two cars in front of him were unlucky, who not to mess with, 

but to mess with this hot-tempered female traffic cop! 

Press the clutch, put it in gear, put the gas in …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get your hands on the car. 

The BMW X6 instantly shot away as if it was an arrow off the string, as fast as lightning! 

The strong push-back force caused Li Ruo Nan’s body to be pressed against the backrest of the car seat, 

and she couldn’t move, even stronger than the force of wearing a seat belt! 

Li Ruonan was astonished, a good car is fast, of course she knows, she has sat in many good cars, but 

never that one can bring her such a strong push back force, this can see, Ji Feng driving start speed in 

the end how fast! 

This hand alone was enough to shock Li Ruonan beyond measure. 

This kind of start-up speed, even for a top-of-the-line sports car, was just like this, and it was enough to 

show Ji Feng’s skills! 

“This brat actually has such skills?” Li Ruonan was astonished, however, soon, Li Ruonan knew that she 

still underestimated Ji Feng. 

Acceleration! Accelerate! Acceleration! 

The scene outside the window was beginning to blur in Li Ruo Nan’s eyes, but Li Ruo Nan could still feel 

the strong push back, Li Ruo Nan wanted to get up to check the speedometer in front of her, but she 

couldn’t even move her body! 

“Ji, Ji Feng, you’re crazy, are you flying a plane?!” Li Ruonan shouted, “I only told you to catch up with 

the two cars in front of you, I didn’t tell you to be so crazy!” 

“Sorry, I always drive fast!” As he spoke, Ji Feng accelerated again. 

Li Ruonan hated his teeth, how many tickets should this be! 



“My salary for this month ……” Li Ruonan thought through gritted teeth. 

And at this time, the two cars in front of them, had already appeared in the line of sight of the two. 

Ji Feng’s mouth had a smile on it, and anyone who was familiar with him knew that this was a sign that 

he was starting to get excited. 

Speed up! Accelerate! Accelerate! 

Ji Feng’s right hand kept changing positions between the steering wheel and the gears so quickly that 

there were even stigmata, but unfortunately, Li Ruonan was only staring excitedly at the two cars in 

front of her and did not see them at all, otherwise, she was afraid that her eyes would have fallen off in 

shock! 

From a distance, the BMW X6 driven by Ji Feng was like a black lightning bolt, rapidly approaching the 

two cars in front of him, in just a few minutes’ time, the three cars were already neck and neck, but the 

drivers of the two cars in front were obviously far less skilled than Ji Feng. 

When the BMW X6 driven by Ji Feng swung slightly twice, the two cars immediately braked sharply and 

skidded on the road for dozens of meters before they came to a stop. 
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Bang! Bang! 

The doors of the BMW X6 and Porsche Cayenne were suddenly slammed open, and four young men and 

women stepped down from the Porsche Cayenne, these few people had bad faces and their eyes were 

staring at Ji Feng’s BMW X6 with irritation. 

The four men had a uniform dress code, all in black, with walkie-talkies on their waists, and they were 

bodyguards and such. 

However, what caught Ji Feng’s attention was that even from the rear view mirror, he could feel that the 

four big men had an extremely special aura about them, these four men, were definitely not ordinary 

bodyguards. 

They were very much like …… soldiers! And not like ordinary soldiers either, at least, this was the first 

time Ji Feng had seen people with this kind of temperament. 

These eight people, appeared extremely bad to mess with, or at least were not good people. 

“Damn it! Driving a BMW makes you a cocksucker?!” A young man with dyed red hair and a row of 

earrings on both ears casually took out a steel pipe from the car and walked towards Ji Feng’s BMW with 

an unkind face, cursing under his breath! 

The other two girls and one man stood by the car and didn’t move away, but when they saw the 

redhead walking towards Ji Feng’s BMW with the steel pipe, they shouted strangely and looked 

extremely excited. 



The girl was screaming even more, wearing a set of tight denim clothes, wearing a duck tongue cap, she 

looked youthful and beautiful, her body seemed to be full of energy, but now she was more like a 

rebellious young girl, looking for some unusual excitement like others. 

The other girl, on the other hand, had a quiet look about her and did not follow suit. 

Seeing this, she couldn’t help but whisper, “Xinxin, it’s not good for us to do this, is it? Let’s forget it!” 

The girl in the cap smiled cheekily, “I’m not afraid, Xiao Yu, you’re just too timid, that’s not good. If you 

don’t teach them a lesson, do you really think you can walk around in Jiangzhou?” 

The girl named Xiao Yu opened her mouth to say something, but in the end, she could only stop talking. 

She hesitated for a moment and had to turn her head to the four big men next to her and said, “Keep an 

eye on some of you, don’t let them get into a fight.” 

“Yes, Miss Ji!” The four big men immediately answered in a low voice. 

“You see, getting into trouble, right?” Ji Feng sat in the car, and through the rear view mirror, he had a 

good view of the situation outside, “Let’s say first, it’s you who made me race the car, the fine will be 

paid by you!” 

“Stingy man!” Li Ruonan was so angry that he could hardly speak, now at this time, his first thought was 

not his own safety, but who would pay the fine, was there anyone else who was more wealthy than 

him? 

There is no other person who is more wealthy than he is, and he is a BMW driver! 

Li Ruonan slandered in her heart as she opened the car door, jumped out and shouted, “I’m a police 

officer, all stand honestly by the roadside!” 

Everyone was stunned, including the redhead who was rushing over with a steel pipe, but they couldn’t 

help but be stunned, why did a police officer suddenly appear? 

However, when they saw clearly that Li Ruonan was wearing nothing more than the police uniform of a 

traffic police officer, they burst out in laughter. 

“The red hair even exaggeratedly covered his stomach and laughed out loud: “See, a traffic police, but 

here to act like a big head of garlic, I pooh! What a cop, I won’t even shake you!” 

However, when Red Hair saw Li Ruonan’s face, he froze. 

At this moment, Li Ruonan, dressed in a traffic police uniform, her tall figure and the gallant uniform 

formed a perfect match, intersecting with each other, the whole person exuded a different and amazing 

charm, surprisingly making Red Hair unable to take his eyes off for a while. 

“F*ck! What a superb chick!” Red Hair subconsciously muttered, but his eyes were fixed on Li Ruonan’s 

tall figure, unable to look away. 

Li Ruonan’s face was chilled and she said angrily, “Shut up, everyone, stand by the roadside 

immediately! You have broken the law by seriously speeding just now, so show me your driving licence 

and ID cards immediately!” 



“Yoo-hoo!” Before anyone else could say anything, Red Hair was happy: “Damn, this is still a rose with 

thorns, haha, what this young master likes most is to pick such flowers, haha!” 

Ji Feng frowned as he listened in the car, he hesitated for a moment, but got out of the car and stood 

not far from Li Ruonan, calmly watching the developments, but in his heart, he was disgusted with these 

few young people. 

This is obviously a couple of second-worlders who have nothing better to do than to eat, which was 

nothing, but to speak out of turn is too uncultured. At least Ji Feng had a lot of respect for the military 

and the police, and every time there was a big disaster, it was the military who rushed to the forefront. 

As for the police, they are equally respectable, although there are so many of them who are not very 

decent, but at least there are good ones. 

Not to mention that Li Ruonan was a woman, and to speak rudely to a woman, even with molestation, 

was a bit too much. 

Li Ruonan took a few steps to the redhead, her pretty face sunken, but she did not get angry at the 

other party’s outburst, but held back her anger. 

After all, her profession is such that she can’t just take action against ordinary people. 

Li Ruonan took a deep breath and calmly said, “The one driving just now is you, right? Please take out 

your ID card and driving licence, you have violated the traffic laws, I need ……” 

Before she could finish her words, the redhead instantly laughed heatedly, “You need? What kind of 

need is it? If your body needs it, I think you’ve found the right person, brother will definitely make your 

whole body fly, that feeling is more pleasurable than being a god, hahaha ……” 

“Don’t make yourself look bad, please cooperate with me!” 

Not far away, Ji Feng was frowning and frowning again, but still did not speak, he wanted to see how Li 

RuoNan would handle it. If in the end Li Ruonan held back, Ji Feng would naturally teach these people a 

lesson, since he had come across this matter, he would not turn a blind eye to it, that was not his 

character. 

“Little girl, how about this, let’s go ahead and find a hotel, get a room, then I’ll let you check it out 

properly, including my length, you’ll know everything ……” Red hair’s face had a **smile on it, his pair of 

eyes kept on Li Ruonan’s body He said, “Of course, it’s not impossible to have sex here, if you want to 

play with the car, it’s not impossible!” 

Li Ruonan’s face was instantly as cold as frost and anger emerged in her eyes, “Please cooperate with 

me!” 

“Oh, cooperate, of course I’ll cooperate!” Red Hair stretched out his hand and tried to touch Li Ruonan’s 

pretty face. 

“Zap!” Li Ruonan slapped the redhead’s hand to the side, “Be honest!” 

“Yoo-hoo!” Red Hair instantly laughed and slapped his hand violently, “I’m just not honest, what’s wrong 

with that?!” 



Phew! 

Before his slap could hit Li Ruonan, she grabbed her wrist, Li Ruonan stepped forward, bent her knees, 

and turned around violently …… with a beautiful over-the-shoulder drop! 

Bang! 

The redhead was instantly thrown heavily to the ground with a woah, and fell with a miserable scream. 

Li Ruonan clapped her hands, as if she wanted to get rid of all the dust on her hands, and still said in a 

cold voice: “Please take out your ID card and driving licence and cooperate with me!” 

Not far away, Ji Feng suddenly smiled, this is the same hot-tempered Li RuoNan, only this time she 

learned to be smart and let the other side make the first move, with reason and justification. 

When they saw that Red Hair had been beaten by Li Ruo Nan, the remaining few people changed their 

faces, and one of the men immediately shouted: “Stop it! You woman, how can you just do it? Do you 

know who you are hitting!” 

Li Ruonan glanced at them indifferently, “And you guys, drivers get your ID cards and driving licences 

ready, I’ll come over to check!” 

She didn’t care who these people were, since they had violated the traffic rules, Li Ruonan naturally had 

to follow the rules, it was because of this character that she had been kicked out of the criminal police 

force and into the traffic police. 

But Li Ruonan did not regret it, what’s more, she was not wanting to use her family’s influence, 

otherwise, not to mention the Interpol team kicked her out, it would be good if she did not kick 

someone else out! 

“Bullsh*t!” 

The girl with the duck-tongued hat cursed at once, “A little traffic cop, and you dare to talk to me like 

that? Do you know who the man you hit is? I’m telling you, you’re in trouble today!” 

When a pretty girl meets an equally pretty girl, she can’t help but have the idea of a contest. When this 

girl with a duck-tongue hat saw Li Ruonan’s valiant and beautiful appearance, she couldn’t help but feel 

some hostility. 

Li Ruonan grunted: “I don’t care who you are, please follow the rules!” 

The girl with the duck-tongued hat was furious and turned to the four big men and said, “You four, bring 

her to me and let me skin her!” 

The four men didn’t move a muscle and didn’t even look at her. 

Ji Feng’s gaze was, if anything, fixed on those four big men, these four men were definitely not ordinary. 

He also saw that today, I’m afraid it can not be good, this duck-tongued girl is simply afraid of the world 

is not chaos! 



When the girl in the duck-tongued hat saw that she could not command the four big men, she turned 

her head to the quiet girl next to her and said, “Xiao Yu, look, the others are bullying us, quickly ask your 

bodyguard to beat them up!” 

Xiao Yu immediately shook her head and said softly, “Xin Xin don’t make a scene, better hurry up and 

get out your driving licence and ID card, after all, we are the ones who broke the rules, don’t make 

things difficult for others!” 

She said these words, so that Ji Feng and Li Ruonan couldn’t help but feel much better about her, at 

least, this quiet girl and that duck-tongued girl, were not the same kind of person at all. 

“Damn it! You dare to hit Laozi, ouch!” The redhead, who had been thrown to the ground, only sort of 

came to his senses at this time, rolling on the ground and screaming miserably, but still cursing out of his 

mouth, “Damn, when you fall into Laozi’s hands, Laozi will definitely f*ck you up ……” 

Li Ruonan suddenly had a cold glow in his eyes, his body was shaking with anger, but it was not good to 

make a move. 

Ji Feng chuckled, came next to Li Ruo Nan, said with a smile, “Forget it, when you meet this kind of 

scum, you can’t reason with him, do this ……” 

His foot was raised high and he grinned, “Look closely!” 

Whew click! 

The sound of bones breaking suddenly rang out, the whole room was silent, and immediately, a harsh 

and miserable scream suddenly came out from far away, “Ah…!” 
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Under his feet, one of Red Hair’s arms was stepped on by him, showing a strange and abnormal bend, 

with a white bone pierced through the flesh and exposed, blood flowing out continuously, causing chills 

to rise in everyone’s heart. 

The red-haired man himself even twitched violently in pain for a few moments, and then his eyes rolled 

over and he fainted. 

“Fainted?” 

Ji Feng chuckled, “With that kind of body, how dare you come out to molest a woman? Tsk, well, I’ll help 

you sober up ……” 

He touched his foot on the place where that redhead had broken his bone, “If you don’t get up again, I 

don’t mind making your other arm look like this as well ……” 

Before he finished his words, that redhead’s body suddenly twitched a few times, his eyes opened in 

shock, his face was incomparably white, how could he have not expected Ji Feng to be so ruthless, that 

female traffic policeman had only dropped him, but this guy was good, he had even trampled his arm 

off! 



Red Hair’s body was twitching in pain, and his teeth were fighting as he spoke vaguely, “You, you dare to 

do it to me ……” 

And at this time, that Xinxin and Xiao Yu and the others also looked dumbfounded, especially Xiao Yu, a 

trace of intolerance appeared on her serene face and gave Ji Feng a reproachful look, as if she blamed 

him for hitting too hard. 

Xin Xin was even more unbearable, she stared at Ji Feng with dead eyes, full of disbelief, he was …… 

stepping on Red Hair’s arm and breaking it? 

Next to her, Li Ruo Nan was also stunned, her eyes wide and stunned, unable to speak. 

This guy! 

Li Ruonan immediately laughed bitterly, how could she forget that this guy standing beside herself was 

the one who dared to fight more than twenty fighters alone and beat the other side until they collapsed, 

even Zhang Yongqiang, who was hiding in the car, was knocked unconscious by him in one blow. 

Even Zhang Yongqiang, who was hiding in his car, was knocked unconscious by him. When such a 

ruthless guy strikes, how can he show any mercy? 

Li Ruonan even guessed that if it wasn’t for his presence, I’m afraid this redhead would have been killed 

by Ji Feng and thrown into a pit by the roadside, right? 

In Li Ruo Nan’s opinion, there was nothing that Ji Feng, an extremely dangerous guy, would not dare to 

do! 

“Stop, stop it-!” 

It was only at this time that the few people over there sort of reacted, and the girl with the duck-tongue 

hat immediately screamed, “Murderer, stop it!” 

She immediately turned her head to the quiet girl next to her and said, “Xiao Yu, call your bodyguards to 

stop that murderer, Tong Yu Yang is about to be killed by him! Hurry up!” 

The quiet girl frowned slightly, looking a little displeased, but instead of saying anything to the girl in the 

duck-tongue hat, she turned to her four bodyguards and said, “Try not to use force and stop him! I’ll call 

for an emergency ambulance.” 

“Yes, Miss Ji!” The four bodyguards immediately answered, two of them quickly went forward, while the 

other two were staying put, their mission was not to stop the conflict, but to protect the lady’s safety. 

“Ji Feng, forget it, call an emergency vehicle, I’ll call the police!” Li Ruonan could see with a glance that 

those four big men across the street were definitely not to be messed with, even a glance at her made 

her feel a little palpitated, she was worried that Ji Feng wouldn’t be able to deal with those four men, it 

would be safer to call the police. 

What’s more, today’s matter simply cannot be settled, the police will definitely intervene! 

Ji Feng looked down at Redhead and smiled faintly, “OK, this guy definitely can’t die before the 

emergency vehicles arrive, don’t worry!” 



Li Ruonan was speechless, not dying was the best outcome? 

If the red hair can’t keep this arm, then it will be a serious injury crime, and when the time comes Ji Feng 

…… 

Somehow, Li Ruonan was worried when she thought that Ji Feng might be held accountable, and called 

the police in a panic. 

The two men, one on the left and one on the right, were extremely fast and obviously very professional. 

Ji Feng jerked forward and stepped over the red hair, blocking Li Ruo Nan in front of him at once and 

staring coldly at the two big men. 

The other party seemed to have no intention of making a move, but stopped at a distance of one meter 

from Ji Feng, a distance that could attack and defend, so obviously these two men had definitely 

experienced this kind of thing countless times. 

“This gentleman, please move aside and let’s forget about today’s matter, how about that?” A big man 

said in a deep voice. 

“Hey, what are you talking about, how can we just forget about it?” The girl with the duck-tongue cap at 

the back was not happy when she heard this, “Don’t you see? Tong Yu Yang is almost killed by him!” 

With that, the girl with the duck-tongue cap immediately walked over aggressively, and the quiet girl 

took a look and hurriedly followed, “Xinxin, don’t be impulsive!” 

As soon as the tranquil girl moved, the two big men behind her also immediately followed. 

“Kid, you’ve caused a lot of trouble today!” The duck-tongued girl pointed at Ji Feng in a high and mighty 

manner, “Do you know who the person you hit is? You ……” 

Before she finished her words, Ji Feng swept over with a cold glance, and she instantly got a chill in her 

heart and took two steps back in panic, “You, what do you want? I can tell you, Xiao Yu’s uncle is the 

secretary of your Jiangzhou Municipal Committee, don’t do anything nonsensical!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, and Li Ruo Nan, who had just finished her phone call, was also frozen, she frowned 

at the quiet girl: “Your uncle is Ji Zhenguo, the secretary of the municipal party committee?” 

“Two, who my uncle is, it does not matter, this conflict today is really because we are not right, but this 

gentleman has struck a little too hard ……” the quiet girl looked at Ji Feng unhappily, “Now The first 

priority is to save people first, as for the responsibility of both of us, it’s better to leave it to the police 

later!” 

“It’s better!” Li Ruonan nodded slightly, “Let’s do as you say!” 

But in her heart she was vaguely a little uneasy, this quiet and pretty looking girl was actually the niece 

of Ji Zhenguo, the secretary of the municipal party committee, so she was the …… Miss Ji family! 

This identity to Jiangzhou, definitely will not be worse than Ji Shaolei’s identity, but …… 

Li Ruonan glanced at Ji Feng, this guy is really too impulsive, and now he has provoked the Ji family, how 

should he end up? 



Li Ruonan was angry at Ji Feng’s impulsiveness, but for Ji Feng to take out his anger for himself, her 

heart was vaguely sweet, she clenched her teeth and secretly decided that if the other party had to hold 

Ji Feng responsible, she would go beg her father and ask him to intercede for Ji Feng! 

The girl was about sixteen or seventeen years old, but she did not look childish at all, but had the 

quietness of a lady and the noble temperament of a princess. 

What’s more, this girl’s identity, surprisingly, is the niece of the second uncle …… Isn’t that her own 

cousin?! 

A light cough, everyone’s attention was immediately focused on Ji Feng, no wonder others were paying 

so much attention to Ji Feng, his performance just now was so ruthless that it was impossible to keep 

people from paying attention. 

“Your name is Xiao Yu?” Ji Feng suddenly opened his mouth and asked. 

“Hey! Who are you, even Little Yu’s name is something you can call?” Before Xiao Yu could say anything, 

the duck-tongued girl suddenly said in a condescending manner, “I’m telling you, if you hit this man 

today, you’ll be prepared to spend the rest of your life in jail!” 

Ji Feng ignored her, didn’t even look at her, just stared at the girl named Xiao Yu: “Your name is Xiao Yu, 

your full name should be Ji Xiao Yu, right? What’s your father’s name?” 

A big man suddenly stepped forward and said in a deep voice, “This gentleman, your words are 

suspicious of spying on the chief’s information!” 

Ji Feng chuckled, looked at Ji Xiaoyu and smiled, “You’re from Yanjing, right, have you seen Ji Shaolei?” 

Second brother Ji Shaolei is still staying in Yanjing, if this Ji Xiaoyu is really from the Ji family, he will 

definitely know this news, in fact, Ji Feng doesn’t doubt in the slightest that Ji Xiaoyu is from the Ji 

family, what he really cares about is who Ji Xiaoyu’s father really is, is it younger uncle Ji Zhenping, or is 

it someone from the …… side line? 

Once Ji Feng’s words came out, Ji Xiaoyu was stunned, she glanced at Ji Feng in surprise and hesitated 

for a moment before she opened her mouth and asked, “How do you know my second brother is in 

Yanjing? You know him?” 

At this time, the others also sensed that something was wrong with Ji Feng, and after hearing the name 

of the Ji family, not only did Ji Feng not feel afraid, but he was also a little …… excited! 

Li Ruonan’s heart even moved, Ji Feng, Ji Xiaoyu …… 

Her gaze on the face of Ji Feng and Ji Xiaoyu a few times a large number of, immediately widened her 

eyes, this two people although a man and a woman, but, they in some places of the characteristics, 

surprisingly very similar! 

For example, Ji Feng’s forehead had a not-so-large round curvature, which matched his face and made 

him look very handsome, while Ji Xiaoyu on the opposite side, likewise had a round curvature on her 

forehead! 

This resemblance could only mean one thing – the two should be related by blood! 



Ji Feng was a member of the Ji family? 

Li Ruonan’s heart shook violently, this guess really shocked her. 

“Xiao Yu, ignore him, this bastard wants to get close to you, he doesn’t even look at what kind of status 

he has ……” Only the girl with the duck-tongue hat, who hadn’t noticed that the situation in the field was 

a bit different, kept on chattering. 

“This gentleman, you know my second brother, right?” Seeing that Ji Feng didn’t answer, Ji Xiaoyu 

couldn’t help but pursue the question, “If you really know him, then today’s matter might be a 

misunderstanding ……” 

This girl is very powerful! 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and directly explained today’s matter with a misunderstanding. 

He smiled, “Before I answer, shouldn’t you answer my question first, who is your father?” 

Ji Xiaoyu smiled faintly, and was suddenly like a hundred flowers blooming, serene with a moving 

beauty, truly like a princess. 

“My father is not well known, I think you should not have heard of him.” Ji Xiaoyu said with a smile. 

Ji Feng laughed: “I won’t answer you if you don’t answer me!” 

He did have the idea of teasing this girl, but in his heart, he was secretly wary, this girl’s vigilance was 

not low either. 

Ji Xiaoyu was helpless and wanted to know Ji Feng’s identity again, but it turned out that this guy was 

too oily to enter. 

She could only say, “My family father, Ji Zhenping!” 
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“Ji Zhenping?!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, and immediately, a bright smile appeared on his face, Ji Xiaoyu was the daughter of 

his younger uncle, and not someone from the side line! 

Although Ji Feng also knew that not all people from the side lineage had an opinion about him, but after 

all, if today’s incident was known by people with an intention, it would definitely be used again, 

fortunately, Xiao Yu was not from the side lineage! 

As soon as she saw Ji Feng’s expression, Ji Xiaoyu’s heart just moved and she asked, “This gentleman, 

may I ask if you are ……” 

I don’t know if it was because there was a blood relationship between the two of them, but seeing this 

expression on Ji Xiaoyu’s face, Ji Feng felt affectionate and a bit amused, fortunately, ah, this girl wasn’t 

as spiteful as that girl with the duck tongue hat! 



“Xiao Yu, what are you wasting words with him, just ask your bodyguards to take him down and send 

him to the police station, so that he can spend the rest of his life in jail ……” Before that girl with the 

duck-tongue hat had finished her words, Ji Xiao Yu immediately became displeased and she shouted 

lowly. “Shut up!” 

“…… Xiaoyu, you!” The duck-tongued girl didn’t even react for a moment, Xiao Yu told her to shut up? 

She looked at Ji Xiaoyu in a daze, and for a moment she actually didn’t know what to say, she just froze 

there. 

“You girl, you’re not too intimidating!” Ji Feng was dumbfounded, although he also hated that duck-

tongued girl, but knowing that Xiao Yu was his cousin, and for her sake, Ji Feng didn’t say anything. 

But to his surprise, Xiao Yu was the first to get angry. 

However, just as he finished his words, the four big men’s faces sank, and one of them said in a deep 

voice, “Sir, please watch your words, if you behave frivolously again, don’t blame us for being impolite!” 

Ji Feng looked at the four of them and suddenly asked, “The Red Arrow Brigade?” 

The four men’s faces changed at the same time, and Ji Xiaoyu’s beautiful eyes even suddenly flashed a 

brilliant light. 

Swish! 

Those four big men immediately surrounded Ji Feng in the middle, their bodies tensed up and they took 

up a fighting stance. 

“This gentleman, what were you talking about?” One big man asked, while the other three slowly 

approached, sealing off all of Ji Feng’s retreats, leaving no way out at all. 

Ji Feng, however, as if he didn’t see it, just waved his hand and said, “No need to be so nervous, ordinary 

soldiers don’t have such an aura as yours, other than the Red Arrow Brigade, I can’t think of any other 

troops that can produce such soldiers …… Of course, there are not many troops that I have heard of. ” 

In fact, Ji Feng is aware that little uncle is the immediate leader of the Red Arrow Brigade, and the 

bodyguards around Xiao Yu, if not the Red Arrow Brigade, who else would it be? 

Those four big men’s eyes of vigilance but not the slightest relaxation, but did not rush to attack. 

Ji Feng stood there, and at first glance, his body was full of cracks, but if he wanted to make a move, 

there was no way to do so, because the cracks on his body were too obvious, but when you looked 

carefully, every crack seemed to be a trap, so people did not dare to make a move. 

“We’ve met a master!” The four soldiers exchanged a quick glance without a trace, and their 

longstanding understanding of cooperation allowed them to immediately form a plan, with one person 

holding Ji Feng back and the other three attacking. 

If outsiders knew about this plan of theirs, they would definitely be shocked to the point that their eyes 

would protrude out, the four soldiers of the Red Arrow Brigade surrounded one person, when did they 

need to sacrifice one person to achieve their goal? This was a bit too exaggerated, right? 



Li Ruonan also sensed that something was wrong, and she immediately took a step forward and stood 

alongside Ji Feng: “What do you want?” 

Ji Feng gave her an astonished look, at this time she could still stand up for herself, at least it proved 

that she was not helping the wrong person, this woman had a fiery personality, but she was still a good 

person. 

The four of them ignored him and were about to launch an attack. 

However, at this moment, Ji Feng suddenly smiled, “Xiao Yu, can we talk alone?” 

Those four big men stopped in their tracks, that feeling of forcing their movements to stop the moment 

they were about to storm up and attack was not very pleasant, their faces were all a bit ugly. 

Ji Xiaoyu, however, did not hesitate and nodded slightly, saying, “Fine. Go to the car.” 

“Miss!” The four big men were startled at the same time, if the two of them got into the car, then the 

initiative would all be in Ji Feng’s hands, and if Ji Feng did anything against Miss at that time, they would 

not be able to rescue her in time even if they had the power of the heavens. 

Ji Xiaoyu, however, smiled and said, “I believe that this gentleman will definitely not harm me, this 

gentleman, don’t you think so?” 

“I wouldn’t harm you even if I were to harm myself!” Although Ji Feng was smiling when he spoke, his 

firm tone made everyone believe that he would do what he said. 

Ji Xiaoyu smiled sweetly at once, nodded slightly and turned towards the Porsche behind her. 

“Kid, if you dare to do anything against Miss, this is where you will be buried!” A big man warned Ji Feng 

in a deep voice. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and followed in stride. 

It was only until this time that the girl with the duck-tongue hat reacted, and she watched dumbfounded 

as Ji Xiaoyu and Ji Feng walked towards the Porsche Cayenne, her face full of disbelief, her mouth 

muttering, “Xiaoyu actually told me to shut up for an outsider? She told me to shut up?” 

She suddenly shouted shrilly, “Xiao Yu, you actually told me to shut up for a country bumpkin?!” 

Ji Xiaoyu, who was almost in front of the Porsche, suddenly turned around, her pretty face slightly 

sunken, “Cozy, watch your status!” 

The girl named Wenxin froze, she looked at Ji Xiaoyu in disbelief, was this still the same Ji Xiaoyu who 

had always been gentle and quiet? How could she reprimand herself so sternly for an outsider? 

Wen Xin felt very uncomfortable, she was a few years older than Ji Xiaoyu, and they had been playing 

together since they were young, Ji Xiaoyu was like a follower, following her around all day and obeying 

her. 

She had always thought that Ji Xiaoyu would always listen to her, but she had never imagined that 

today, Ji Xiaoyu would reprimand herself twice in a row! 



At this moment, Ji Xiaoyu, however, turned around, her pretty face slightly red, as if she was a little 

embarrassed because she had lost her temper in front of Ji Feng. 

She spoke out and explained, “This gentleman, I’m really sorry, my friend has a bit of a bad temper, so 

please forgive me if I have offended him.” 

“Still calling me sir?” Ji Feng smiled and said, “You’ve already guessed who I am, right?” 

Ji Xiaoyu suddenly spat out her cute little tongue and said in a delicate voice, “Xiaoyu is only now sure, 

you should be brother Ji Feng, right?” 

“What a clever girl!” Ji Feng burst out laughing, “Why have you suddenly come to Jiangzhou? And with 

such an uproar?” 

When he said that, he was undoubtedly admitting his identity, Ji Xiaoyu suddenly became excited, her 

voice trembled a little, “Third brother, is it really you!” 

Ji Feng laughed dumbly, “Silly girl, who else is it if not me?” 

Ji Xiaoyu’s beautiful eyes suddenly misted up, and she bit her lips tightly, forcing herself not to cry out. 

“What’s wrong? Why are you crying in a good way?” Ji Feng was stunned, of course he could see Ji 

Xiaoyu’s excitement, but now Ji Xiaoyu was obviously excited with some aggression, which made him 

very puzzled, did he bully her? 

Ji Xiaoyu shook her head slightly and said, “Third brother, I’ve finally found you!” 

“Huh?” No matter how smart Ji Feng was, he didn’t understand the meaning of this sentence, “You’ve 

been looking for me?” 

“Yeah.” Ji Xiaoyu bristled and said with some aggravation, “I heard from second brother that you were 

at Jiangzhou United University, so I wanted to come and look for you, but dad wouldn’t let me, 

fortunately Xinxin was going to perform at your United University, so I sneaked over ……” 

“Xinxin?” Ji Feng was stunned, “That’s the warmth?” 

“Yes, she’s a big star and will be performing at your United University tonight!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded her 

head slightly. 

Ji Feng’s face instantly showed an oddly extreme expression, he looked back in amazement, and then he 

laughed, “So, that so-called innocent jade girl master, popular singer, hot big star, is that duck tongue 

girl from just now? She’s the cozy?” 

He shook his head and laughed, it was a shock when you didn’t see her! 

A star, a star! 

This is the so-called innocent jade girl mastermind, the so-called hot big star! 

The disdain in Ji Feng’s eyes wasn’t hidden in the slightest, if such a person was also the so-called head 

of some youthful jade girl, then he wouldn’t even be willing to take another look at the TV. 



Ji Xiaoyu couldn’t help but be a little embarrassed as she said in a delicate voice, “Third brother, don’t be 

like that. Xinxin is just a bit bad-tempered, but she’s actually extremely nice and has always taken care 

of me.” 

“Is that so.” Ji Feng nodded noncommittally and responded. No matter who it was, when facing Ji 

Xiaoyu, they would also try to act as caring as possible, right? Especially after knowing her family history 

…… 

“Xiaoyu, why did you come to Jiangzhou to find me?” Ji Feng changed the topic from warmth, God 

knows if he would burst into foul language if the conversation continued, he really couldn’t afford to be 

half interested in this so-called innocent jade girl in charge. 

What made Ji Feng more concerned was the expression on Xiao Yu’s face just now, which was clearly a 

bit aggravated. 

Ji Feng had always wanted a sibling, and when he saw Xiao Yu, he saw that she was not as unruly as the 

children of other families, and that she had a gentle and quiet personality, so he immediately treated 

her as his own sister. When Xiao Yu was aggrieved, how could he sit back and do nothing? 

Hearing this, Ji Xiaoyu couldn’t help but hesitate a little and opened her mouth to say something, but 

she wanted to say something but stopped. 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows instantly wrinkled: “Xiao Yu, is there anything else you can’t say to me? Is someone 

bullying you?” 

Ji Xiaoyu hesitated for a moment, but still nodded and said, “Third brother, actually it was my mother 

who asked me to come to Jiangzhou to find you, there are a few people at home who are the most 

annoying, now that grandpa is not well, they are shady all day, today a cousin brought a demonic 

girlfriend back home, I just said that grandpa might not like it, so he told his girlfriend, and the woman 

scolded me ……” 
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In fact, the situation at that time was naturally not as simple as Ji Xiaoyu said, why would the cousin of 

the side family take his girlfriend to the courtyard, to know that that courtyard was the place where the 

old man was recuperating, now that the old man was in the hospital, but that cousin took his demonic 

girlfriend with him, this undoubtedly indicated some problems. 

Besides, the words that demonic woman scolded Ji Xiaoyu, Ji Xiaoyu naturally would not learn them all 

over again originally, those words were too unpleasant to hear, although there was not a single dirty 

word, but it was more unbearable than outright foul language, that kind of insinuation and finger-

pointing made people’s hearts even angrier. 

Ji Xiaoyu was gentle and did not like to argue with people, not to mention that she was well educated 

and the people she came into contact with on a regular basis were all cultured, or at least pretended to 

be, so when it came to verbal arguments, how could she be a match for that demonic woman? 

Looking at Ji Xiaoyu’s flattened mouth and very aggrieved look, Ji Feng’s face was calm, but his heart 

was surging with a monstrous anger. 



He took a deep breath and asked as calmly as he could, “Xiao Yu, tell Third Brother, apart from this, 

what other things did those people do? Also, why did Third Aunt remember to ask you to come to me?” 

Ji Xiaoyu gave him a careful glance, her small mouth moved, her face looked embarrassed, as if she 

didn’t know what to say. 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and smiled, “Say it, say what you have, don’t be burdened.” 

“Mm!” 

Ji Xiaoyu nodded and said, “Third brother, actually that woman didn’t just scold me, she also scolded 

Eldest Aunt! My mother wanted to go to that woman to argue, but my father stopped her from doing 

so, and he even scolded me for moving the truth, so that’s why my mother asked me to come to you.” 

“Looking for me for what?” Ji Feng’s tone was calm, without a hint of fluctuation, but those who were 

familiar with him knew that this was a precursor to Ji Feng’s outburst, and the calmer he was, the more 

anger he proved to have in his heart. 

“Second brother still has a house in Jiangzhou, my mother asked you to pack it up in advance, she wants 

to come and live with her eldest aunt, she doesn’t want to live in Yanjing anymore!” Ji Xiaoyu bristled, 

some anger on her small face. 

“Oh ……” Ji Feng laughed, but there was no half smile on his face, his eyes were even colder, “What a 

great might, to force Third Aunt and the girls to live in Yanjing, what a skill! ” 

“Third brother, I’ve brought the key to second brother’s house, when you’re free, let’s go and clean it 

up, okay?” Ji Xiaoyu asked cautiously, she could naturally feel the anger in Ji Feng’s heart, and although 

she felt affectionate in her heart towards this cousin whom she had met for the first time, she was also a 

bit scared, after all, when Ji Feng was angry just now, he had broken Tong Yuyang’s arm with one foot, 

which really left a deep impression on Ji Xiaoyu. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, “Sure, when I have time, we’ll go clean up the house together.” 

“Mm!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded vigorously, not knowing what was going on, she surprisingly felt an 

incomparable peace of mind just being around Ji Feng, no longer having the aggravation she felt when 

she was in Yanjing. 

Unknowingly, Ji Xiaoyu had become somewhat dependent on her cousin, whom she had just met not 

even half an hour ago. 

“Third Brother is better than both Second Brother and the others!” This was subconsciously, how Ji 

Xiaoyu felt about Ji Feng, after all, the impression Ji Feng had left on her just now was too deep. 

“Let’s go, don’t make them wait.” Ji Feng smiled faintly, “Xiao Yu, how about taking you to meet Third 

Brother’s girlfriend today?” 

“Really?!” 

Ji Xiaoyu’s beautiful eyes immediately lit up, “Third brother even has a girlfriend? That’s great …… 

However, will sister-in-law not like me?” 



She was a little worried again, after all, she had sneaked over behind her father’s back this time, so she 

was like running away from home, plus the few bodyguards sent by her mother, would she make her 

third sister-in-law mistake her for a spiteful young lady of everyone? 

Ji Feng seemed to see through the thoughts in her mind and couldn’t help but pat her head and laugh, 

“Silly girl, you’re so gentle and lovely, how could they not like you?” 

He didn’t know that this action of him patting Ji Xiaoyu’s head fell on the eyes of those four big men and 

Warmth, and how surprised they were. 

Although Ji Xiaoyu had a gentle personality, her status was there, and her head was not something that 

anyone could pat. Those four big men were instantly tense, and the light in their eyes was shining 

brightly, but they did not dare to move, because the distance between Ji Feng and Ji Xiaoyu was too 

close, and he could hold Ji Xiaoyu hostage at any time. 

The woman’s eyes were wide as she looked at Ji Xiaoyu, who was being patted on the head and still had 

a happy smile on her face, she couldn’t help but rub her eyes and subconsciously asked in her mind, “Is 

this true? 

But the facts before her eyes told her that she was right, it was indeed true! 

“What exactly is that hick’s identity, how could Xiao Yu be so affectionate to him?” Wen Xin felt that her 

brain was a bit inadequate, even to her Cozy, Ji Xiaoyu had never been this affectionate before. 

Wen Xin was even a little jealous of Ji Feng, if she could have such a relationship with Ji Xiaoyu …… even 

now, many people who wanted to hit on Wen Xin would think of her relationship with the Ji family in 

the first place and immediately back off, if the relationship could go further, then the benefits would be 

huge! 

But warmth also knew that she had probably just caused Ji Xiaoyu to resent her, and she couldn’t help 

but sigh that the snotty little girl who had always followed her lead, the one who was incredibly 

dependent on her, had now grown up. 

“It seems that I have to change the way I get along with Ji Xiaoyu in the future, no longer can I treat her 

like a little girl who doesn’t know anything and thus call her out!” Although Wen Xin was spiteful and 

bad-tempered, she was not stupid, saying that the two of them were friends, but if they seriously 

counted, some of the things she had done all these years with the name of the Ji family, if they were 

really known by Ji Xiaoyu, not to mention friends, I’m afraid they wouldn’t even be able to be strangers! 

The other side of Li Ruo Nan, but in his heart, is relieved, Ji Feng, really is the Ji family’s person! 

“He’s really a second generation ancestor who comes from a very small family!” Li Ruonan couldn’t help 

but grimace, remembering the news she inadvertently got some time ago, she couldn’t help but grunt in 

her heart, “It seems that when Qiao Gakai came to Jiangzhou, his brother was schemed by this brat Ji 

Feng together with Ji Shaolei, what a hateful brat, I won’t be able to spare him!” 

Li Ruonan clenched his small fist, but decided to spend time with Ji Feng! 

“I want to take revenge for my brother!” Li Ruonan said to herself, “I’m not trying to get close to him!” 



However, when Ji Feng turned around and walked over with Ji Xiaoyu, in her heart, there was an 

inexplicable burst of panic …… 

“Brother Liu, please stay and wait for the police and emergency vehicles, we’ll go first.” Ji Xiaoyu said 

directly to one of the bodyguards. 

That Big Brother Liu nodded and immediately responded, “Yes!” 

“Right, right! Xiaoyu is right, we’d better leave first, neither Xiaoyu nor Xinxin’s status is suitable to come 

out directly.” The remaining young man, who had not spoken, nodded his head at once, “Right, Xinxin’s 

performance is about to start, if we don’t leave, we won’t be able to make it in time!” 

“I’ll take Third Brother’s car!” Ji Xiaoyu looked very lively in front of Ji Feng, she jumped and ran straight 

to Ji Feng’s BMW X6, pulled open the door and sat in, waving her hand at the window, “Third brother, 

go now, I’m still waiting to see your school’s party with my sister-in-law!” 

Ji Feng chuckled and said to Li Ruonan, “Let’s go, first take you to the motorbike!” 

“No need!” 

Li Ruonan immediately said, “No one dares to steal my motorbike parked there, besides I’m already at 

the end of my shift …… I’m going to watch the party performance with you guys!” 

Ji Feng froze for a moment, “You’re going to watch the show too, wearing a police uniform?” 

“What, do you object?” Li Ruonan hummed, “Objection is invalid!” 

Saying that, she directly walked towards the BMW X6, that valiant stride walking past was really pleasing 

to the eyes, but Ji Feng was bitterly smiling, this time taking two beauties back, how should I explain? 

The first thing you need to do is to explain that you are a cousin, just like your own sister, and you don’t 

need to explain it at all. However, what was it to take such a female traffic policeman back with oneself, 

and a female traffic policeman who was too pretty to talk about? 

“Bang!” 

Li Ruonan had already gotten into the car and directly shut the door. 

“This mother tiger!” Ji Feng had no choice but to fiercely glare at Li Ruonan who was already sitting in 

the car, but her mind could not help but conjure up her plump, fat buttocks that were tightly wrapped in 

her uniform, subconsciously comparing it with Xiao Yuxuan’s …… 

“What are you thinking about!” 

Ji Feng hurriedly shook his head and quickly walked over. 

Little did he know that the cozy few people behind him were viciously shaken. 

That ruthless young man, was actually Ji Xiaoyu’s third brother?!!! 

Other people might not know the purpose of Ji Xiaoyu’s visit to Jiangzhou, but, warmth knew it! 



On the way here, Ji Xiaoyu had told her that this time when Xiaoyu came to Jiangzhou, her purpose was 

to find her third brother who she hadn’t met once yet, and it was said that she was entrusted by her 

mother and her eldest aunt …… Ji Xiaoyu’s eldest aunt, wasn’t that the young man’s mother just now?! 

At the thought of this, Warmth almost had a vertiginous rush and turned pale! 

No wonder Ji Xiaoyu reprimanded herself for his sake, it turned out that he was Ji Xiaoyu’s cousin and, at 

the same time, the TZ of the Ji family! 

And his father, in the future, was someone who would most likely ascend to the top of the Gods! 

Oh my god! 

What had she just done? 

Wen Xin’s face was incomparably pale, and her legs were even trembling a little. 

For a moment, Wen Xin’s heart was incomparably remorseful, even she didn’t even know how she got 

into the car and how she left anymore! 
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When Xiao Yuxuan saw Ji Xiaoyu and Li Ruonan, she really froze for a long time. 

“Ji Feng, these are the two are ……” Xiao Yuxuan was a little surprised as she looked at Ji Xiaoyu and Li 

Ruonan, one of these two women was quiet and lovely, and the other was heroic, but there was no 

doubt that both of them were absolute beauties. 

Only, Xiao Yuxuan would not be jealous because of this, she knew that Ji Feng would never bring these 

two girls home for no reason. 

Ji Feng smiled bitterly in his heart, but his mouth smiled: “Let me introduce, this is my cousin, Ji Xiaoyu, 

who just came from Yanjing. This is …… Li Ruonan, well, a traffic cop, a friend of …… mine!” 

He turned his head to the two women and said, “This is my girlfriend, Xiao Yuxuan.” 

Xiao Yuxuan was stunned, Ji Feng’s cousin? 

She took a closer look at Ji Xiaoyu and found that she really did look a bit like Ji Feng, and they did have 

some features between their eyebrows that were very similar, so it seemed that they were indeed 

brother and sister. 

A sweet smile suddenly appeared on Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face as she hurried forward, took Ji Xiaoyu’s 

small hand and said with a smile, “So it’s sister Xiaoyu, nice to meet you!” 

She also turned her head to Li Ruonan and said, “Miss Li, welcome to the house!” 

Since Ji Feng had introduced them differently, Xiao Yuxuan treated them very differently, one as a family 

member and the other as a guest. 



Seeing the beautiful flower-like Xiao Yuxuan, Ji Xiaoyu and Li Ruonan were also a little dazed, neither of 

them had expected that Ji Feng’s girlfriend would be so beautiful, flirtatious and charming. 

Ji Xiaoyu immediately said somewhat shyly, “Sister-in-law, you’re so pretty!” 

Swish! 

Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face was slightly red, even though she and Ji Feng had already done everything, she 

was still more or less uncomfortable being directly called sister-in-law by Ji Xiaoyu, and she couldn’t help 

but be a little shy. 

“Xiao Yu, it’s fine to call her sister directly.” Although Xiao Yuxuan’s heart was sweet, her cheeks were 

still a little thin. 

“Sister Yu Xuan.” Ji Xiaoyu immediately called out in a good manner. 

A delicate smile suddenly appeared on Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face as she nodded and said, “Come and sit 

in the living room, Miss Li, please come in as well.” 

While talking to Ji Xiaoyu, Xiao Yuxuan didn’t leave Li Ruonan out in the cold, coming from a 

businessman’s family, she entertained with eight faces and dripped with water. 

Ji Feng watched from the side and laughed bitterly in his heart. Ji Xiaoyu came that is rightfully so, but 

what is Li Ruonan doing with it, this is really …… he couldn’t help but slap his forehead. 

“Ahem ……” 

Ji Feng cleared his throat and laughed, “No need to go to the living room, Yu Xuan, lock the door, we go 

to the school to watch the party.” 

Xiao Yuxuan originally also knew that she was going to watch the party now, only that she didn’t 

mention it because there were suddenly guests at home, and when she saw Ji Feng say this, she couldn’t 

help but look at Ji Xiaoyu and Li Ruonan. 

“Sister Yu Xuan, let’s go together, I haven’t attended a party at the university yet, I want to follow you 

guys.” Ji Xiaoyu said gently. 

“I’ll go along too!” Li Ruonan said from the side. 

Ji Feng laughed bitterly, “Li Da Traffic Police, what are you following to get together …… Okay, just go.” 

Just as he said that, he saw Li Ruonan’s pair of beautiful eyes glaring over, and changed his mouth at 

once. 

Xiao Yuxuan looked at him in surprise and pulled Ji Xiaoyu to talk again. 

Ji Feng was still driving his BMW X6, the three big men were following behind in another BMW X6, and 

as for Wenxin and the other man, they were sitting in a Porsche Cayenne and didn’t even dare to get out 

of the car. 

They didn’t dare to be reckless anymore if Ji Feng didn’t give the word, and they didn’t even dare to step 

into Ji Feng’s house. 



Ji Xiaoyu also seemed to have forgotten about Wenxin and the others, and it wasn’t until she sat in the 

car again that she took out her mobile phone and dialed a number: “Xinxin, we’ll go in front, you guys 

follow behind!” 

Ji Feng was sitting in the front on the driver’s seat, she didn’t dare to say anything more to Wenxin, 

moreover, after the previous incident, she was also a bit dissatisfied with Wenxin, so she simply left her 

alone for a while. Only, Ji Xiaoyu, who was kind-hearted and gentle in character, was a little 

uncomfortable in her heart, after all, she had never given a person a look like this before. 

It was Xiao Yuxuan who saw Ji Xiaoyu going out with three bodyguards by her side, and she couldn’t help 

but be secretly amazed that the children of these families were not comparable to ordinary people. 

A group of people, two BMW X6s and a Porsche Cayenne, although this is not a big deal in Jiangzhou, it 

is enough to cause a sensation in the United University. No matter what, as long as the number is large, 

it gives people a completely different impression. Even if it’s a small QQ, if there are thousands of them 

lined up in a row, the visual effect is extremely shocking. 

So when Ji Feng and his group first arrived at the school, they caused many students to gather around. 

Fortunately, the party was about to start and most of the students had gone to the auditorium to 

prepare for the party, so there weren’t many people on campus, otherwise, I’m afraid it would have 

caused a bigger stir. 

Tong Lei and Zhang Lei, as well as Han Zhong, Zhao Kai and Du Shaofeng from Ji Feng’s dormitory, were 

waiting for Ji Feng at the entrance of the auditorium, and when they saw Ji Feng and his group arrive, 

their eyes immediately went straight. 

Even Du Shaofeng, who has a very poor aesthetic point of view, could not help but stare in awe. The 

four of them looked dumbfounded at the three women beside Ji Feng, Xiao Yuxuan, and then looked at 

the warmth with duck-tongue hats beside them, as well as the three big men, and felt that their brains 

were somewhat inadequate. 

Tong Lei also couldn’t help but be very surprised, but she behaved a little better than Xiao Yuxuan, after 

all, Tong Lei’s nature was somewhat cool and she had seen many big scenes, so she was not moved. 

“Ji Feng, these people ……” Tong Lei was a bit puzzled. 

“Let’s talk about it later, it’s not clear in a few words now.” Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, “Let’s just 

go in first, the party is about to start, right?” 

“There’s still half an hour.” Zhang Lei snapped to attention, his eyes glanced between Ji Feng and Xiao 

Yuxuan for a few moments, then he took three or two steps to Ji Feng, wrapped an arm around his neck 

and lowered his voice, “Shit, you kid really needs a beating!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, his heart suddenly moved, did Zhang Lei know about himself and Xiao Yuxuan? 

“What?” Ji Feng asked as if he deliberately pretended not to know. 

“I say madman, this is a bit ungenerous of you, isn’t it?” Zhang Lei’s face was unkind, “It’s not 

convenient to talk now, I’ll settle the score with you when they go in!” 

Saying that, he laughed harshly, “All go in first, I’ll talk to Ji Feng about something.” 



Ji Feng waved his hand and followed suit, “All go in, we’ll be here soon.” 

Tong Lei and the others didn’t doubt it, Xiao Yuxuan took Ji Xiaoyu’s small hand and the few walked into 

the auditorium together. Wen Xin duo, on the other hand, were received by a special person, and the 

man beside her made a phone call and waited in the same place. 

At this time, listening to what the man said Ji Feng realised that the man was Wenxin’s agent. 

“Crazy, come here!” Zhang Lei’s tone was extremely unkind and said in a low tone. 

Ji Feng laughed bitterly, “Lei Zi, if you want to say something, just say it directly, with our relationship, 

there’s no need to be so secretive, right?” 

“Shit! You still know that we are brothers!” Zhang Lei was instantly enraged, “Crazy, what you did, is it 

considered a brother? Let me ask you, what is your relationship with Xiao Yuxuan?” 

“She’s my girlfriend!” Ji Feng didn’t hide the slightest bit and said bluntly. 

Zhang Lei’s face instantly sank, “What about Lei Lei? What do you take Lei Lei for?” 

“She’s also my girlfriend, they’re both my family!” Ji Feng said seriously. 

“That’s nice of you to say!” 

Zhang Lei hummed, “Then let me ask you, what if Rei Lei knows about it? It’s not like you don’t know her 

character, how sad she will be then, have you thought about it?” 

“She already knows!” 

Ji Feng said with a bitter smile, “If I told you that the fact that Yu Xuan and I could actually get together 

actually had the credit of Rei Lei in setting things up, would you believe me?” 

“…… I`m f*cked!” Zhang Lei held his tongue for a long time before he could hold in this foul mouth, his 

face turned red, and he didn’t even know what to say for a while. 

The first time I said that I would never hurt Lailai, never. In fact, if Lei Lei didn’t agree, do you think Yu 

Xuan and I could be together openly and honestly like this?” 

“……” Zhang Lei’s face turned a little indignant, and only after a long time did he curse, “This God, how 

f*cking unfair! Why is it that you kid can have two girlfriends openly and honestly, but buddy doesn’t 

even have one!” 

Ji Feng laughed, once he heard this he knew that Zhang Lei’s anger had already subsided. 

“Forget it!” Zhang Lei kept shaking his head, “Crazy, I don’t care about you guys, Lei Lei are …… me that’s 

not salty eating carrots and worrying about it!” 

He suddenly put up a thumbs up: “You kid cattle, you are more cattle than buddies!” 

In fact, to say that Zhang Lei is not angry in his heart, that is absolutely false, after all, no one wants to 

see his sister suffer. 



But, not to mention the iron relationship between him and Ji Feng, just the fact that Lei Lei agreed to it, 

he couldn’t say anything. 

Besides, Zhang Lei knew very well that it was only normal for a family member like them to have a few 

lovers. But the difference is that other people are unaware of it, we all know it in our hearts, at least we 

won’t mention it in person, so that we can save face. 

But his relationship with Ji Feng was different, they were brothers for life, what others could not say, he, 

Zhang Lei, could say without fear, if Ji Feng dared to negatively affect Lei Lei, he would definitely catch Ji 

Feng and beat him up! 

This was also the reason why Zhang Lei would ask it out directly, but the answer he got really left him a 

bit speechless. 

“It seems that Lei Lei really loves you to the bone!” Zhang Lei couldn’t help but feel a lot of emotion, he 

couldn’t understand his sister’s character better, if it wasn’t because she loved Ji Feng too much, Lei Lei 

would definitely not do this, no girl would be willing to share her beloved with someone else. 
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How could Ji Feng not know how deep Lei Lei’s love for him was? 

He said seriously and firmly, “I said, I will never neglect Lei Lei, never!” 

Zhang Lei shook his head slightly and said, “I say brother, in fact, I personally have no opinion about your 

matter, remember not to break Lei Lei’s heart.” 

Ji Feng didn’t say anything, he just nodded seriously. 

Zhang Lei then put his heart down, he certainly knew that Ji Feng was heavy on promises, he never 

made promises easily on a regular basis, but once he said something, he would definitely do what he 

said, to put it mildly, he should be considered a very serious person. 

“With this word from you, I’m relieved.” Zhang Lei said and suddenly smiled, “You kid are really capable 

too, you really have taken Xiao Yuxuan down! In fact, I already knew that something would happen to 

you two sooner or later ……” 

Ji Feng was stunned: “Why would you think that?” 

“It’s not like I’m blind!” Zhang Lei disdainfully brushed his mouth, “You two adulterers**, ah, no, it’s the 

boy has love and the concubine has interest …… Xiao Yuxuan is a teacher, usually only you dare to call on 

her and speak casually, obviously not treating her as a teacher, with this kind of mentality, still afraid 

that nothing will happen? ” 

Ji Feng glared at him and couldn’t help but laugh bitterly, “You do know better than myself!” 

Zhang Lei laughed heatedly and didn’t say anything. 

“Then how did you know about it today?” Ji Feng asked again. 

He thought back carefully, there was no intimate action between him and Xiao Yuxuan just now, so how 

did Zhang Lei see it? 



Zhang Lei hummed, “The affection in Xiao Yuxuan’s gaze when she looked at you, even a blind man 

would be able to tell, let alone a buddy like me who is extremely intelligent?” 

Ji Feng was speechless, there were some things that were really not good to hide. Fortunately, he didn’t 

think about hiding anything, it was something he had planned to tell Zhang Lei, he just hadn’t been able 

to spare the time. 

“Let’s go, go watch the party!” Ji Feng had already made it clear, Zhang Lei naturally wouldn’t say more, 

he believed that Ji Feng would take care of it, at least, as long as Ji Feng still considered him a brother, 

he wouldn’t hurt Lei Lei. 

The two had just walked a few steps when Zhang Lei suddenly turned around and asked, “Crazy, those 

few people who came with you today, three of them are men, they seem to be very uncomplicated, 

right?” 

“How so?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. Of course he knew who Zhang Lei was talking about, but the fact 

that this kid Zhang Lei could also tell, Ji Feng couldn’t help but be a little surprised. 

As long as those three big men didn’t make a move, most ordinary people would take them as ordinary 

bodyguards. 

Zhang Lei skimmed his lips: “You kid don’t think of hiding it from me, those three men are very 

imposing, that kind of feeling, I’ve only felt it in the guards around my family’s old man …… They are 

from Yanjing, right?” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, “Yes, that quiet girl is my cousin Ji Xiaoyu, those three big men, they are the 

guards my young uncle gave her, afraid that something will happen to her.” 

In fact, those few guards were sent by the third aunt, but the details in this, naturally, there was no need 

to tell Zhang Lei, otherwise, I was afraid that this guy would immediately get angry. 

“I told you so!” Zhang Lei immediately relieved, he also knew that Ji Feng’s brother-in-law was an 

important person in the military, sending a few guards to his daughter was naturally not a difficult task. 

“What about that girl in the duck-tongue hat? Did she come from Yanjing too?” Zhang Lei asked. 

“She ah?” Ji Feng laughed, “Yes, her name is Wenxin, she came with my cousin ……” 

Who knew that before he finished his words, Zhang Lei immediately widened his eyes and shouted at 

once, “Who did you say she was? Wen, warm and fuzzy?” 

“Yes! What’s so surprising about that?” Ji Feng bristled, he was half-heartedly indifferent to Wen Wen, 

not only did that woman’s brutality disgust him, her condescension likewise made Ji Feng frown. 

There are some people who have been spoiled since they were young. At most, they are unreasonable, 

but they do not feel superior. 

But some people, however, always think they are nobler than others and think they are noble. Ji Feng 

would like to know what exactly is called noble, is it a tribe that often kneels down to others, that’s why 

they are called kneeling tribe?! 



“You don’t seem to like her, huh?” 

Zhang Lei looked at Ji Feng as if he was looking at an alien, “Crazy, do you know who Warmth really is? 

She’s the hottest singer in China right now, and her status is rising rapidly, and she’s vaguely on the 

verge of becoming a diva in the domestic singing world! How dare you talk about her in such a tone?” 

Ji Feng didn’t argue with him, he just smiled and asked, “What, you also follow stars?” 

Zhang Lei immediately shook his head loudly, “Crazy, you’re getting the concept wrong, I like stars, but 

not necessarily to chase them, what I like is just their songs, but for them personally …… hehe, they’re 

not worthy of my worship yet!” 

Ji Feng can’t help but laugh, this guy is looking at it thoroughly, the song, is just a reflection of talent, like 

a person’s talent, doesn’t mean to worship a person, because everyone has their own unique talent, just 

someone found it, someone didn’t find it. 

“I say crazy, did she do something to turn you off?” Zhang Lei knew Ji Feng very well, Ji Feng had always 

been very calm, and rarely talked about the rights and wrongs of others behind their backs, yet he was 

clearly showing his disgust today, which meant that that warmth had really caused Ji Feng’s displeasure. 

Ji Feng shook his head, “Let’s not talk about that.” 

“That’s right, it’s really meaningless to talk about this. By the way, the matter of Lei Lei writing a review 

was handled by you, right?” Zhang Lei asked again. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Yeah, someone was restless and wanted to make an issue out of it ……” 

He quickly told all the causes and consequences, Zhang Lei’s face immediately sank, he immediately 

said, “You don’t need to take care of this matter, I’ll take care of it! Since there’s a loan certificate, then 

I’ll let those bastards plant a big heel this time!” 

Ji Feng thought about it and then nodded his head in agreement, “If you encounter any trouble, go 

directly to Zhou Li, the vice captain of the escort team.” 

Zheng Lei smiled grimly, “Some people, it’s really going to be bad luck!” 

Ji Feng then shook his head and smiled, walking into the auditorium side by side with Zhang Lei. In his 

heart, however, he was silently mourning for Wei Chuanling and the fence, with Zhang Lei’s methods, 

once these two people fell into his hands, it would not end well, Zhang Lei had never been a merciful 

person! 

When the duo arrived at the auditorium, the show had already started and it was all dark except for the 

lights on the stage. However, this could not stop Ji Feng’s gaze, he stood at the entrance and swept 

around, and instantly spotted Xiao Yuxuan and Lei Lei a few people. 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei walked over and sat down separately. At this time, the previous show was just 

about finished, but the new show was a solo by Wenxin. 

As soon as Wen Xin appeared on stage, the atmosphere in the whole auditorium immediately reached a 

high `tide, all the students applauded enthusiastically, cheering and shouting, the gust of air was so 

strong that it was almost as if the roof of the auditorium was going to be overturned. 



It was only at this time that Ji Feng really saw the ultra-high popularity of warmth, the title of pure jade 

girl master is really not a cover! 

Ji Feng looked around and saw all those students’ faces turned red with excitement, he couldn’t help but 

feel funny in his heart, if the audience knew the true faces of those so-called superstars, they didn’t 

know how they would feel! 

However, this thought only flashed through his mind, and he stopped thinking about it. No matter if it 

was the innocent jade head girl or the emperor superstar, they had nothing to do with his life, and Ji 

Feng did not need to think about them at all. 

Looking at the soft dance of the warmth on the stage and listening to the youthful and sweet song, Ji 

Feng gradually fell into deep thought. 

The old man’s situation was very bad, and this was evident enough from the fact that Ji Xiaoyu had 

come to Jiangzhou in aggravation. 

If it was said that the old man’s body was hard and strong, even if he could still hold on for some time, 

the people of the side line would not dare to be so reckless, and since they were so open-minded, this 

meant that they already knew that the old man’s body, was powerless to return. Even if they were to 

cock their tails, the old man would not be able to punish them. 

There was just one thing that Ji Feng could not understand: those elders from the side line were taking a 

forced stance towards their father and junior uncle, and that was just as well, because it was after all a 

matter between the elders of both sides, and it was a kind of struggle and compromise process. 

However, it seemed a bit unjustifiable that a junior from the side line would dare to directly humiliate 

mother and Xiao Yu. 

Second brother Ji Shaolei had once said that although the first and the second line were competing 

fiercely for the position of the next head of the family, both sides were at least from the Ji family, and 

everyone still had a common purpose, which was to make the Ji family even more glorious. 

Everything was competing under this general premise. 

But now, what the side line is doing is clearly not the case. 

In between, what was wrong …… 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s heart stirred, this could not be some side line’s cousin who did not know the sky was 

high and made a faint move of his own, right? Perhaps, that cousin of the side line did not have the 

authorization of the elders of the side line to do so? 

“It’s very possible!” Ji Feng secretly nodded his head. 

“However, what if that collateral cousin’s actions were really authorized by the elders?” Ji Feng stroked 

his chin and kept tapping one hand on his seat, a habit of his pondering. 

“If that’s really the case, their purpose would be simple …… deliberately letting me know this news to 

draw me into anger and do something stupid so that they naturally have more leverage to fall into their 

hands!” 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile, “It seems that Xiao Yu and Third Aunt are being used as a gun, ah, it is 

precisely because Little Uncle saw this that he perhaps stopped Third Aunt from going to the theory with 

that cousin?” 

“Since you guys are so eager to let me make a mistake, how can I bear to let you guys down?” The 

corner of Ji Feng’s mouth held a cold smile as a cold aura flashed in his eyes, “Not for anything else, just 

for the sake of all the aggravation my mother has suffered, I won’t let you guys down either!” 
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“Crazy, what are you thinking about, so engrossed?” Zhang Lei next to him touched Ji Feng with his 

elbow, “This woman isn’t good either, what the hell is she singing, off key, the high notes don’t go up, 

the low notes don’t come down, those songs she used to sing, they’re not all fake, right? I heard that the 

art of faking singing is very popular in the entertainment industry?” 

Ji Feng came back to his senses, and once he heard Zhang Lei’s words, he was dumbfounded, this guy’s 

words were a little too damaging. 

However, Ji Feng had to admit that Zhang Lei had his reasons for speaking in a damaging manner. 

The first is that her body is too weak, although I don’t know what causes it, but a weak person speaks 

with this kind of trembling voice. 

The second is that she is afraid. 

When people are afraid, their speech will likewise tremble. 

Ji Feng shook his head slightly, God knows if she was faking those songs before, Ji Feng didn’t know, nor 

was he interested in knowing. 

“What the hell is being sung, don’t listen to it no more, if I listen to it again buddy I’m going to throw 

up!” Zhang Lei shook his head impatiently, “Crazy, or else go out for a walk?” 

“Go out?” Ji Feng pondered slightly and nodded, “Fine, go out for a walk, it’s better than being bored 

here!” 

As soon as his words fell, a boy next to him said impatiently, “Are you two finished, you can stop 

listening if you don’t like it, no one is forcing you to listen, how else can others watch the party when 

you are mumbling?” 

“What are you saying?!” Zhang Lei was about to get angry, but Ji Feng hurriedly pulled him back and 

smilingly said to the man, “Sorry sorry, we’ll go out now.” 

He dragged Zhang Lei away with him, and on the way Zhang Lei was still humming disdainfully, “Just this 

kind of singer, first in fake singing kung fu and nothing in real singing, that guy is still so fascinated, I 

don’t know what they think.” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly: “Carrot and cabbage, each has its own love, if you don’t like it, you can’t make 

others not like it too, right?” 



“And I don’t know what’s wrong with all the students nowadays!” Zhang Lei shook his head and walked 

out of the auditorium with quick steps. 

Ji Feng laughed and followed him. 

In reality, Ji Feng was unaware that the main reason why Cozy had misplayed today was because of him. 

When she remembered that she had offended Ji Feng before, warmth felt frightened, although her 

family background was not bad, otherwise, she would not have grown up with Ji Xiaoyu. 

But, compared to Ji Feng, her family background was really incomparable. If she had offended Ji Feng, 

God knows if the other party would trip her up? 

If the family found out that it was because of herself that made Ji Feng angry, it would be strange if they 

didn’t punish her then. 

And Xiao Yu! 

More than Ji Feng’s anger, Wen Xin was worried that Ji Xiaoyu would change her attitude towards 

herself. 

Wen Xin knew that the reason she had the life she had was not just because she could sing. There were 

too many female singers with good singing skills and fame, but in the eyes of those real families, any 

diva superstar was just an entertainer and would not be put in their eyes at all. 

Therefore, the reason why Wenxin has the status she has now in the family is entirely because she and Ji 

Xiaoyu are as close as sisters, at least in the eyes of outsiders. 

So now that she had offended Ji Feng, if Ji Xiaoyu’s attitude changed towards her again, it would be hard 

to say what those in the family would do to her when the time came. 

It was precisely because of the worry in her heart that she had greatly misbehaved today. 

However, Ji Feng naturally did not know these things, and even if he did, he would only shake his head 

and laugh, he still had so many things to do at hand now, where did he have the leisure to bother with a 

woman who did not know the sky was high? 

Just after they walked out of the auditorium, Ji Feng and the two of them immediately saw the three big 

men who had followed Ji Xiaoyu. One of these three stood at the entrance with a straight body, as if 

they were a javelin, while the other two were hidden in the dark corners, and if they didn’t look 

carefully, they couldn’t be found at all. 

Zhang Lei was immediately surprised, “Crazy, these three people are really powerful, if I hadn’t seen the 

guards around my old man, I wouldn’t have been able to spot them at all.” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “This is just a kind of vigilance on their part, if they really wanted to hide, you 

wouldn’t be able to see them even if you were more serious.” 

Zhang Lei suddenly remembered something and immediately grabbed Ji Feng’s collar, “Crazy, when on 

earth will you brat be willing to teach me kung fu?” 



“Didn’t I say so? It will take a few more months!” Ji Feng was stunned, then he laughed dumbly and 

broke Zhang Lei’s hand away, “Why are you so eager?” 

“That’s easy for you to say, can I not be anxious?” Zhang Lei grunted twice, “Tell you what, the girl that 

my buddy has a crush on, I don’t know what happened, I heard that she likes a taekwondo association’s 

main general, my buddy is not thinking that he wants to learn kung fu in a hurry to steal that girl’s heart 

back!” 

Ji Feng snorted, “Just you? How come I didn’t know you had such a great determination? Lei Zi, tell me 

the truth, do you want to learn kung fu and beat up that master general?” 

Zhang Lei suddenly smiled sarcastically, “That’s nothing, actually it’s possible to find someone to beat 

him up, but I think that’s too mean, besides my buddy doesn’t care to do that kind of thing, so I thought 

if I could become more powerful and teach him a lesson.” 

“…… Shit!” 

Ji Feng froze for a long time before he finally couldn’t help but burst out a foul mouth, “You still don’t 

call that despicable? Who that girl likes, that’s her freedom, what do you care? Besides, she’s a 

taekwondo master, even if you’ve learnt kung fu, you can’t beat her, do you think you can be a master 

just because you’ve learnt a few tricks?” 

Zhang Lei immediately bristled and said disdainfully, “I say madman, you don’t have to be so 

presumptuous, taekwondo is known as something …… oh yes, something called fitness exercises that 

can be roared. Listen to the name, obviously not much more powerful, buddy still afraid of him for 

what?” 

Ji Feng’s face immediately sank and said seriously, “Lei Zi, don’t say I haven’t warned you, no matter 

what kind of martial art, all of them have their greatness, real Taekwondo masters, are still very 

powerful, you must not underestimate them, otherwise, you will definitely suffer a big loss!” 

Zhang Lei waved his hand, shook his head and laughed, “Of course I know, but there’s some anger in my 

heart! It’s hard for a buddy to like a girl, so it can’t end before it starts, right? Besides, even if it’s over, it 

should be a normal end, it shouldn’t be this kind of result, right?!” 

Ji Feng was crying and laughing, this guy’s thinking logic was definitely faulty, anyway, he had never 

once refuted him after arguing with Zhang Lei so many times. 

“How about this, Lei Zi, don’t act rashly for now, remember not to be impulsive.” Ji Feng deliberated for 

a while, considering for a long time, he still felt that he had to give an explanation, Zhang Lei was good at 

everything, thoughtful, shrewd and knew how to use all kinds of favorable factors, but this time was 

different, this was the first time he liked a girl, and Ji Feng could see that Zhang Lei was serious. 

What he would do in this situation, Ji Feng didn’t dare to guarantee, so he had to admonish Zhang Lei. 

“I might have to leave Jiangzhou for a while recently, I don’t know exactly how long, but I’ll definitely 

come back as soon as possible!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice, “If you feel suffocated in your heart, when I 

come back, I will accompany you to challenge that Taekwondo Association’s main general, I will give you 

a helping hand, how about that?” 



“Good!” He had been envious of Ji Feng’s skills for a long time, as long as this kid was willing to go with 

him, what kind of bullshit taekwondo master general, what kind of red belt and black belt, all of them 

were out of the question. 

Zhang Lei did not believe that a taekwondo general could fight more than 20 tough fighters on his own, 

but Ji Feng could, that was the difference! 

Ji Feng patted his shoulder and deliberated for a moment before saying, “Lei Zi, you should be very clear 

about your situation, you’re doing people a disservice by pursuing them now.” 

“So yeah, I’m going to give up.” Zhang Lei chuckled, “But it can’t end so easily, I’m not well off, I can’t 

just watch others laugh and be happy, right? You have to give them a little test before you let them 

know that life is not easy to drop!” 

Ji Feng laughed dumbly, “Your logic is still so odd!” 

Zhang Lei shook his head and laughed bitterly: “It’s not eccentric logic, but reality is helpless ah …… dry!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, of course he knew what Zhang Lei meant by that, as a direct descendant of 

the Tong family, Zhang Lei’s future path was not up to him, and his marriage matters, even more so, 

were not up to him, although he never worried in terms of living expenses, but the children of the 

family, also had their own woes. 

Zhang Lei suddenly hesitated for a moment, as if he had something to say, but he wanted to say 

something but stopped. 

Ji Feng immediately frowned slightly and asked, “Say it, what’s the matter.” 

“Crazy, yesterday I spoke to my old man on the phone, and in his words, he seemed to be asking me to 

remind you not to cause trouble recently.” Zhang Lei said, “Is something wrong?” 

Ji Feng was instantly silent, the old man’s condition seemed to have spread, and Tong Kai De hinted at 

himself not to cause trouble, it seemed that not only had the Ji family’s internal conflicts come to the 

fore, but even externally, someone had started to move. 

In fact, if you think about it, the Ji family is such a huge thing, the resources it holds are too much, and 

now that the family’s old man is about to collapse, it’s strange that others won’t get greedy! 

Although he had never come into contact with the personnel of the Ji family, Ji Feng knew that in any 

group, there would always be internal conflicts, and even between families, there would sometimes be 

bumps and tussles! 

Father could never completely convince all the people in the Ji family lineage, after all, he hadn’t gone 

that high yet! 

And for the third generation below, it seems that only the elder brother, Ji Shaodong, has full potential, 

but he is too young after all. 

So the current Ji family can be completely said to be green and yellow, which is a once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity for many people. 



Ji Feng was silent, he deliberated for a moment, then took out his mobile phone and dialed Yang 

Dezhao’s number: “Uncle Yang, I will go to the factory this evening, inform the technical department to 

prepare the following kinds of raw materials …… Yes, I want to make a batch of medicine, there is an 

urgent need!” 
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The welcome party was meaningless to Ji Feng. The words Zhang Lei relayed to Tong Kai De made Ji 

Feng make a decision at once, he wanted to enter the capital! 

No matter what, he had to go to Beijing! 

After the welcome party, Ji Feng and the others drove back to the villa, fortunately there were enough 

rooms in the villa, which saved the trouble of having to have someone stay in a hotel. **Bubble! Book. 

bar* 

Although Ji Feng was likewise talking and smiling, Xiao Yuxuan and others were keenly aware of the hint 

of worry and anxiety hidden between his eyebrows. 

Zhang Lei likewise followed him to the villa, as an older brother, he had to see with his own eyes that Lei 

Lei was happy before he could rest assured. 

“Xiao Yu, those three bodyguards of yours ……” Xiao Yuxuan glanced at the three men standing in the 

courtyard of the villa, as if they were statues, “let them come in together and stay here too, there are 

still rooms here. ” 

Ji Xiaoyu, however, wrinkled her cute little nose and said, “Sister Yuxuan, I can’t invite them.” 

These three big men, all the best soldiers, had their own guarding rules, for them, Ji Xiaoyu’s safety, was 

the most important thing at the moment, they naturally would not go to stay in the villa, Xiao Yuxuan 

who had never come into contact with these people naturally did not understand. 

But when she heard Ji Xiaoyu say this, Xiao Yuxuan stopped saying anything more and just pulled Ji 

Xiaoyu and Lei Lei, the three girls snuggled up together and chattered about something. 

Because they could see that Ji Feng was not in a good mood, Xiao Yuxuan did not bother him, except for 

Tong Lei, who glared at Zhang Lei, who was playing with a PDA. 

Zhang Lei, who was in the middle of playing a game, suddenly felt a chill rise from behind him, and he 

looked up sharply, and immediately saw Tong Lei’s unkind eyes. 

“Hiss…!” 

Zhang Lei fiercely winced and stood up in a panic, dropping the words, “That’s nothing, I’m going out for 

a stroll!” Then he ran out without looking back. 

Behind him, the three girls laughed like silver bells. 

“I’m the big brother, okay? Why do I look like a little brother?” Zhang Lei muttered secretly in his heart, 

but he didn’t dare to say no. He couldn’t help it, he had been afraid of Lei Lei since he was young, and 

still couldn’t change. 



In fact, he didn’t want to change either, being bullied by his own sister in good faith was a kind of 

happiness, Zhang Lei was just more screwed up, that’s why he acted as if he was aggrieved. 

When he came to the courtyard, Zhang Lei saw that Ji Feng was sitting in the car smoking, and the car 

door was not closed, one of Ji Feng’s legs was resting on the car window, while the other was resting on 

the steering wheel, completely devoid of any image. 

Zhang Lei’s eyebrows instantly wrinkled, in his impression, no matter whether Ji Feng’s identity had 

transformed or not, he had never seen Ji Feng like this before. 

In the past, Ji Feng’s family was very poor, and even some of the people at the bottom of society rarely 

wore clothes with patches anymore, but Ji Feng still wore clothes with patches sometimes until he was 

in his second year of high school. 

But he never felt embarrassed, his clothes, whether new or with patches, were always cleanly washed 

and neatly worn, and although he was a man of few words, he gave people a feeling of spiritual 

exuberance. 

But now, Ji Feng was a little out of shape, something that had never happened before! 

Obviously, Ji Feng had really encountered a problem. 

Thinking about the words his father had asked him to bring to Ji Feng before, Zhang Lei immediately 

realised that Ji Feng’s problem came from Yanjing! 

This kind of thing, Zhang Lei could not help half as much, he could only take the cigarette in front of Ji 

Feng and light one too, accompanying Ji Feng to smoke in silence. 

“Crazy, what can I do to help?” After taking a few puffs of smoke, Zhang Lei asked in a deep voice. 

Looking at Ji Feng in such silence, he was also a bit stifled in his heart, more than that, he was indignant 

and couldn’t help but curse, “Dog days!” 

Ji Feng put his legs back, sat up straight, shook his head and laughed: “There is really something for you 

to help!” 

Zhang Lei’s spirit was lifted, as long as he could help Ji Feng, what he feared most was that he could do 

nothing but watch Ji Feng fret. 

Ji Feng fiercely smoked a cigarette and said, “In a few days I will make a trip to Yanjing, what will happen 

then, it’s still hard to say …… you take it easy first, there should be no danger.” 

Looking at Zhang Lei’s suddenly red eyes, Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile and stop him. 

“After I leave, this side of things can be all yours to look after.” Ji Feng’s palm opened and bent a finger, 

“First, make sure that Yu Xuan and Lei Lei are not aggrieved at school, if there is anything inconvenient, 

go to Zhou Li, the deputy captain of the school’s escort team, other than that, for force matters, you can 

look for Du Shaofeng, he is very good, I reckon there shouldn’t be many better than him in the school. 

Of course, I’ll leave the matter of Wei Chuanling and Wei Qiang to you.” 

Zhang Lei didn’t say anything, he just listened carefully, as a brother, the only thing he could do now was 

to do his best to finish the things that Ji Feng had handed down to him. 



“Secondly, I acquired a pharmaceutical factory a few days ago, the factory can’t work without its own 

people, if you have time, go and take a look.” Ji Feng said. 

“Making, pharmaceutical factory?” Zhang Lei’s eyes widened at once, of course he knew that Ji Feng had 

made a lot of money gambling on stones, but he didn’t expect that this guy had unknowingly acquired a 

pharmaceutical factory. 

He immediately shook his head and said, “Crazy man, you shouldn’t look for me for this kind of thing, it’s 

not that I don’t help, but I don’t have the ability. You know me, I’m an okay person to manage myself, to 

say that to manage a factory …… I may not be that material!” 

“If I don’t find you, who else can I find?” The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of 

products and services to the market. 

“I’ll recommend a person to you!” Zhang Lei heatedly smiled, “This person is definitely more suitable 

than me.” 

“Who?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“Han Zhong!” Zhang Lei grinned, “How about that, is he more suitable than me?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, he hadn’t really thought about asking Han Zhong to help manage the factory, but 

now that he thought about it, indeed, among these people he knew, there was really no one more 

suitable than Han Zhong. 

Han Zhong has been in contact with this area since he was a child, so it goes without saying that he has 

seen a pig run even if he has never eaten pork! 

“Alright, I’ll go find Han Zhong tomorrow.” Ji Feng nodded slightly, sort of acknowledging Zhang Lei’s 

opinion, “Now, there’s just one last problem left ……” 

Ji Feng gradually fell into a deep thought and without a sound, Zhang Lei then pulled open the car door 

and sat in the back row, he knew that after Ji Feng had finished handing over the matters in Jiangzhou, it 

was time to consider this trip to Yanjing. The thing that really made things difficult for Ji Feng should be 

in Yanjing. 

Zhang Lei’s guess was good, Ji Feng was indeed worried. 

The old man’s health no longer allowed him to go to visit, especially not in his capacity as the old man’s 

grandson. It was believed that neither his father, nor his second and younger uncles would allow himself 

to visit the old man suddenly. 

How to go! 

That was the biggest problem! 

Just the old man’s physical condition alone was not that easy to see. 

Even if Ji Feng was his own grandson, he would still have to be reported up the hierarchy and approved 

by the chief before he could see the old man, but now, the chief would definitely not approve. 

Official channels won’t work, and neither will private …… channels …… be impossible to follow! 



The cigarette in Ji Feng’s hand quickly finished, he lit another one, behind the Zhang Lei looked straight 

frown, but did not say anything, now no one can help Ji Feng, and do not stop him. 

Ji Feng sat frozen in the driver’s seat, scratching his head from time to time. 

To be honest, he had never really been so helpless, empty of skills, but unable to meet the old man …… a 

skill? 

Ji Feng’s heart suddenly moved, what if he forced himself to infiltrate? 

In the agent training system, there is assassination training for this item. Under heavy siege, assassinate 

the head of the other party, this is a training course that every super agent must undergo. 

Only now, instead of assassination, it was to rescue someone. The essence was different, but the course 

of action, however, was much the same. 

Ji Feng’s mind gradually sorted out the plan of action, looking for the possibilities …… but soon, he 

couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, this plan was too risky, if he failed to infiltrate at once, the 

protection force would definitely be strengthened, and by then, it would no longer be possible for him 

to infiltrate again. 

This would be very delaying and might miss the big event. 

When Ji Feng was at a loss, his phone suddenly rang, but it was Yang Dezhao from the pharmaceutical 

factory calling. 

“Ji Feng, the materials you need to prepare are all ready!” Yang De Zhaoge said. 

“Ready?” Ji Feng’s spirits immediately lifted and he asked in a panic, “With the equipment in the factory, 

if I want to make these materials into pharmaceuticals, is it highly feasible?” 

“Of course it’s possible!” Yang Dezhao said, “However, if you want to make a new medicine, you must 

first go through rigorous experiments and tests beforehand, and you absolutely cannot do it hastily, or 

else ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he was interrupted by Ji Feng: “Uncle Yang, I don’t have that much 

time to experiment, it’s urgent!” 

“No way!” 

Who knows, Yang Dezhao but said firmly and incomparably, “Ji Feng, any new drug must be tested 

before it can be marketed, otherwise, it would be irresponsible to other people’s lives! What’s more, the 

medicinal materials stored in the factory now are not enough to produce this medicine in large 

quantities ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but scratch his head hard, he took a deep breath and said, “Alright, Uncle Yang, 

can’t I do the test? I’m going to the factory, wait for me!” 

“Phew!” 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng finally let out a long breath, “It’s good to have medicine, it’s good to 

have medicine!” 



For Yang De Zhaoge’s insistence, Ji Feng actually did not have any intention to be angry, with such a 

person in place, he was able to keep the quality in check, Ji Feng was more relieved to be right. 

It was just that the new medicine he was going to make was too important, it had to do with whether he 

could successfully meet the old man or not! 

As a last resort, Ji Feng really didn’t want to use the sneaking method because it wasn’t safe! 

And now that there was finally a glimmer of light, he couldn’t help but wave his fist in excitement! 

  

Chapter 300 

The plan of Ji Feng was eventually stopped by Yang De Zhaoge, no matter what, he did not allow Ji Feng 

to put the new drug on the production line, even though he argued with Ji Feng’s face and neck, but he 

just did not allow one step. 

In desperation, Ji Feng had to take the initiative to take a step back: “Uncle Yang, I’m not trying to mass 

produce, I just want a packaging that can speak for itself, well …… let’s do it this way, I’ll use the 

instruments in the lab and simply make some drugs that are guaranteed to be on the market, just want 

to test it out for myself, so that’s always okay, right? ?” 

Yang Dezhao looked at Ji Feng suspiciously, in his opinion, Ji Feng would not give in so easily, he could 

not help but ask: “Are you telling the truth?” 

“Of course it’s true!” Ji Feng nodded seriously, but in his heart he was laughing bitterly, it wasn’t like he 

was planning to make a profit for the time being when he wanted to manufacture new drugs, he was 

just doing it just in case. Without detailed planning, he would not easily put the new drug on the market. 

“That’s fine, as long as it’s not on the production line and the drug is not on the market, naturally there 

is no problem, you are the boss, it’s naturally up to you what instruments to use!” Yang Dezhao finally 

nodded his head. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but nod with a bitter smile, this was going to be a lot of trouble. 

If he used the equipment on the production line, the content of the various ingredients of the new drug, 

as long as the values were set on the machine and the computer, the machine would naturally produce 

it automatically, but now Yang Dezhao did not allow him to use the production line, so he could only 

configure it manually in the laboratory. 

If there was just a slight error in the middle, the efficacy of the medicine could be much different. 

Ji Feng shook his head helplessly and, accompanied by Yang Dezhao, went to the laboratory. 

In fact, the laboratory of Tengfei Pharmaceutical Factory is very simple, there are not many advanced 

precision instruments inside, because the pharmaceutical factory itself produces some simple drugs, the 

prescriptions are also bought from other large pharmaceutical factories, itself belongs to the 

pharmaceutical factory prescriptions, almost nothing. 



This is also one of the main reasons why the pharmaceutical factory is easily in trouble, without its own 

prescriptions, the drugs produced are just picking up from others and will not make much of a 

breakthrough. 

However, the most basic instruments were available in the laboratory, such as the most precise 

measuring instruments and small pill synthesis machines, all of which could be used. 

Under Yang Dezhao’s command, several staff members from the original laboratory quickly disinfected 

and cleaned the various equipment again, and Ji Feng changed into disinfected overalls and stood in 

front of the test bench. 

He had never learnt drug configuration, but this did not prevent him from doing his work next, because 

every step he took was directed by the intelligent brain in his mind. 

The medicine Ji Feng was going to configure this time, in the Gamma Galaxy era, was named Quick 

Current. The name might sound odd, but in reality, this medicine was a kind of first aid special effect 

medicine in the battlefield. 

The main function of the special current is to stimulate the bio-current in the human cells within a short 

period of time after taking it, which can keep the cells strongly active for a period of time, and it is 

absolutely necessary for those who are seriously injured and dying to hang on for dear life. 

Of course, this medicine also has a big disadvantage, that is, after the effect of the medicine has passed, 

the body of the person taking it will be slightly weakened, after all, forcibly increasing the cellular 

activity, which is also a considerable burden on the body of the person taking it. 

And Ji Feng’s aim is to use this special effect current on the old man’s body! 

The side effects of this medicine are not small, but the effect is also extremely significant. If the old man 

should be in any critical situation, using this medicine is definitely much stronger than some current first 

aid techniques like electroshock therapy! 

Moreover, Ji Feng did not intend to configure a real special effect electric current, Ji Feng estimated that 

with the current condition of the old man’s body, the electric current generated by too strong cellular 

activity, he might not be able to withstand it, and the side effects of too strong, were equally dangerous. 

Therefore, according to the advice of the intelligent brain, what Ji Feng is going to configure this time 

will be a simple version of the special effect current, which is only about half of the effectiveness of the 

special effect current, and the side effects, which are even more negligible. 

In fact, in the Gamma Galaxy era, there were indeed some special effects drugs that did not have any 

side effects, but those drugs were not related to super agents, so even if there were, there was no 

specific preparation method in the database of the intelligent brain, and Ji Feng had no way to learn. 

“What goes around comes around!” Ji Feng laughed bitterly in his heart, the appearance of the Smart 

Brain had made himself almost an all-round expert, but most of the skills, which were all related to 

secret agents, were not actually too comprehensive. 

If he encountered a super computer from an alien world …… probably, he wouldn’t be able to learn 

these skills that he now possesses, right? 



Faintly shaking his head, Ji Feng no longer thought about this, he followed the requirements of the 

intelligent brain and weighed and configured the ingredients step by step. For those that needed special 

treatment, he would ask the staff standing not far away to help with them. 

Although he had never done the configuration of medicines before, on the one hand, Ji Feng’s body 

coordination was too good, allowing him to quickly adapt to the method taught by the intelligent brain, 

and on the other hand, the configuration method of such medicines as special effects current was also 

very simple, otherwise it would not have been so widely used in the Gamma system. 

However, the process from adaptation to proficiency, after all, takes time. Ji Feng was immersed in it, 

but he could not feel the passage of time, and with his body, he naturally did not feel much tired. 

Clatter! 

When the first batch of pills finally came out of the synthesizer, Ji Feng’s eyes lit up, he immediately 

picked up the bottle that had been prepared next to him and filled them all up, leaving only one, he was 

ready to test the medicine on himself. 

If he didn’t dare to take it himself, how could he possibly take it to the old man? 

“A few of you, please clean up the lab ……” Ji Feng subconsciously turned his head, and his words 

stopped abruptly just in the middle of his sentence, he was stunned to find that the few staff members 

had somehow fallen asleep. 

“Really ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head with a smile and muttered secretly, “Is it already 

very late?” 

Because after a full body disinfection, all of Ji Feng’s belongings such as his mobile phone and watch 

were left in the lounge, so he couldn’t even see the time now. 

“Forget it, it’s better to do it by yourself!” Ji Feng shook his head helplessly and quickly cleaned up the 

lab, and it was only when he sprayed disinfectant water that the few staff members sort of came to their 

senses and scrambled to grab the tools in Ji Feng’s hands and take the initiative to clean up the lab. 

Just kidding, they had fallen asleep while Ji Feng was working, if Ji Feng was unhappy, these people 

could be in danger of losing their jobs at any time, it was strange that they were not nervous. 

However, Ji Feng didn’t say anything, he smiled and walked out, came to the lounge to put away all his 

belongings, when he saw the time on his watch, he was stunned. 

“It’s already four in the morning?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile bitterly, no wonder those few staff 

members had fallen asleep, a night had passed in a flash? 

When Ji Feng returned to the office, Yang Dezhao had also fallen asleep on the sofa, except for a 

production workshop where there were still lights and sounds coming from, the whole factory had 

become silent. 

Ji Feng hesitated for a moment and went to the car in the courtyard, which was quiet, except for a few 

security guards patrolling back and forth occasionally. 



Sitting on the driver’s seat, Ji Feng took out the simple version of the special effects current that was left 

behind and was about to open his mouth and swallow it. 

“Master, please don’t rush!” The intelligent brain’s voice suddenly sounded in Ji Feng’s mind. 

He was stunned, “What’s wrong?” 

“Master, with the strength of the bio-current in your body, it is perfectly capable of detecting the 

ingredients inside this pill!” The intelligent brain said. 

Ji Feng was so surprised that he almost didn’t bite off his own tongue, he immediately closed his eyes 

slightly, concentrated his mind and entered his mind, “Wisdom Brain, you’re not kidding, right? The 

ingredients of the medicine can also be detected by bio-current?” 

The intelligent brain did not have any intention of joking at all: “Yes, master, bio-current has fluctuations 

and can be used to detect perfectly, a good super agent can use bio-current to detect every grass and 

tree within a radius of thousands of meters, on the sphere where the master is located, there are also 

such creatures that use fluctuations to carry out detection of the external environment.” 

“What kind of creature ……” Ji Feng suddenly had a movement in his heart, “Bats?!” 

“Yes, master!” The intelligent brain said, “The master can use the same method to detect the 

ingredients of the medicine.” 

Ji Feng was amazed, and he said hesitantly, “Then I’ll give it a try!” 

He withdrew from his mind, took the simple version of the special effect current, and slowly activated 

the bio-current in his body …… 

At once, an extremely mysterious feeling reached Ji Feng’s body, the bio-current met a block in this 

place and went over the barrier in that place …… 

When Ji Feng opened his eyes again, his mind could actually clearly remember where each of the 

obstacles were located, and their characteristics! 

Those obstacles were the different ingredients in the medicine! 

“Master can use the same method to detect other medicines, as long as it is within the error margin, it 

proves that the medicinal properties of the other medicines are the same as this pill in master’s hand!” 

The intelligent brain’s voice rang out again. 

Ji Feng suddenly realized that this pill was semi-manually configured by him, and if he only tested it 

once, it was indeed difficult to guarantee whether the other pills had the same medicinal properties, but 

if the ingredients and dosage of the other pills were detected, this problem would naturally be solved. 

He immediately tested all the other pills and the results were very good. The difference between the 

ingredients of each pill was extremely small, and according to the brain, it was within the margin of 

error! 

 


